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УДК 539.14

В.С.Василевский» Л.Л.Чоповский

Исследование фоторасщепления легких ядер в рамках
метода реэонирупцих групп.Аналитические результаты.

В настоящей работе построены все приведенные матричные эле-
менты, необходимые для вычисления вероятностей иэоскалярно-
го и изовекторного Е0-, EI- и Е2-переходов иа основного
состояния легчайших ядер о -оболочки (Tie, Z/, Х/« бе)
в состояния непрерывного спектра с энергией Е. При этом был
учтен один открытый канал распада ядра на оС -частицу и
кластер, состоящий иа двух нуклонов в случае А • 6 и из
трех — в случае А • 7.

V.S.Vaeilevsky» L.L.Chopovsky

Investigation of Phot Disintegration of Light Nuclei

in Resonating Group Method. Analytical Results

In present paper all reduced matrix elements necessary for

the calculation of probabilities of isoscalar and iaoveotor

ВО-, Б1- and E2-transitions from ground state to the states

of continuous spectra with energy E are constructed. Tha

only one open channel of nucleus decay in aC-particle and

cluster containing two nuoloons in the case A«6 and three

ones in the case A«7 are taken into account.
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1. One of the moat important characteristics for exoited

nuclear states which lie in the continuous spectrum proves

to be the probability of electromagnetio transitions into

these states from the nuclear ground state. The reduced ma-

trix elements of the electric dipole and quadrupole transi-

tion operator are known to be connected with effeotive

croBS-seotions of photo- and electrodisintegration and

those of radiative capture by simple relations.Therefore

knowing the wave funotions of the ground states and con-

tinuous spectrum ones and having calculated the matrix

elements of the B1- and B2-transitions one may, using theo-

retical premises,obtain the information following directly

from experimental data on photonuclear reaotions which oc-

cur at the energies exceeding that of the threshold.

2. The calculation of antisymmetric wave functions of the

discrete and continuous spectrum states in the system of

interacting clusters constitutes rather complex problem. In

essence it is reduced to the solution of sufficiently cum-

bersome integrodifferential equations for unknown wave fun-

ction of the relative motion of clusters resulting from the

nuclear breakup during electromagnetic interaction. By this

reason only few works have been made up to now jjl-3]] where

using the resonating group method (RGM) the probabilities

of electromagnetio transitions into the continuous spectrum

have been investigated.

The procedure for constructing the wave function has oon-

siderably been simplified by the algebraic version of RGM de-

veloped recently in [4»5t6j. As a result, there appeared the

possibility to study not only the probability of electromag-

netic transitions into the continuons spectrum but also the
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dependence of these probabilities on the electromagnetic ra-

diation energy as well as the distribution of energetically

weighted sum rules in the states of the continuous spectrum

with different energy E. We remind the basic points of cal-

oulating the algebraio version.

In the traditional scheme of the RGM the wave functi-

on of the nucleus *\Jf is represented in the form

( 1 )

A
where A is the antisymmetrization operator, ¥*., and foĉ .

axe the wave functions of the clusters оЦ and o<a whiXe the

function r describes a relative motion of clusters, and

for its determination one solves, as a rule, the Sohrodinger

integrodifferential equation.

In ROM algebraic version the function ( 1 ) is expan-

ded into a series

in the basis ^|H>5 iflL М)>} of many-particle oscillator

functions, then

and Тц is the usual three-dimensional oscillator functi-

on. OMais allows one to go over from an integrodifferential

equation to a_set of coupled algebraic equations for the am-

plitudes G ^
E
 which is obtained after the substitution of

the expansion ( 2 ) into the many-partiole 3ohrodinger equa-

tion for a system of nuoleons interacting with the pair NH-

forces «,

Here — £ and E represent the energy of the ground state
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of the continuous spectrum counted off from the breakup thre-

shold and the amplitudes G^'"^ and C^
 Б
 have the normaliza-

tion luual for such states:

с? .

The expansion ( 2 ), in principle, has an infinite num-

ber of terms. In specific calculations, however, we restrict

ourselves to a finite number of basis functions \Xiy and,

consequently, the system ( 3 ) becomes closed. In the cases

when the problem requires the consideration of a great num-

ber of terms, the function { C ^ ^ }
1 a

* U.5^1 is substitu-

ted by its asymptotics {C^*} obtained in Ref.£63» The system

( 3 ) supplemented by the sewing condition of the exact so-

lution { C ^ E } with the asymptotics {Cn*} proves to

be just the basis of an algebraic version of RGM.

In general, for constructing the matrix elements

{Til. |HlML>{j3 of the nuclear many-particle Hamiltonian on

the functions of the oscillator basis the generating matrix

elements method is used. Below this method is used for cal-

culating the matrix elements of the electric multipole mo-

mentum operator

of a nuoleus on the oscillator basis functions which deter-

mine the relative motion of .clusters \&~\* The quantum num-

bers of these functions have been discussed in Refs.^8,9j>Xt

is shown that every basis function |Ц|?> has the SU(b)— sym-

metry < IL 0 ) and is the superposition of states 1(ПО)СтЗ}

whose 0(A-1) — symmetry in the case of two cluster nuclei

In what follows we consider the photoprocesses whioh occur

in two-cluster systems, therefore as a generating function

lor the cluster basis X \tl\J>\ *e use the Slater deter-
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minant TJfob formed by the orbitala

where r ia the nucleon radius-vector and the vector R de

termines the orientation of the gravity center lines of two

oluatera. Thus, the generating function *\Jf(R) as generator

coordinates, possesses the modulus of R and the angles

{G
R
} determining its orientation relative to the axes of

the coordinate system.

In order to construct the generating matrix elements of

the operator (4) for an arbitrary multipolarity % we prede-

termine the generating matrix element of the operator

(1TO {t^
?
 * ) } (6)

from which we can easily separate all the operators of mul-

tipole electric Ел -transition:

Here ^X"i Q-\ are the spherical components of the radius-

veotor of I particle in the c.m.-system, B* are the an-

gles determining the direction of the veotor <| in the spaoe

and

л ̂  * (
In (6) RA^VAX. 1

"! is the gravity center coordinate and the

wave number q_ determines either the absorbed or emitted

photon impulse (in photodisintegration and radiative capture

reactions ) or the impulse transferred by an electron to the

nucleus (in electrodisintegration reactions).
 K

Notice that the above limiting transition from F to the

operators 0. can be easily realized in the generating mat-

rix elements,i.e.the following relation is used
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where ф(й) is the tranalationally-invariant part of the ge-

nerating function ^(R) . In this oase the order of the ope-

rations — differentiation with respect to the modulus of

rector (̂  and integration with respect to angles Q- — can

be arbitrary.

We represent the generating matrix element of the opera-

tor (6 ) as follows

where

The first term in (10)— p
0
 determines contribution of protons

coming from c/L -particle clusters to the electromagnetic

field-nucleus interaction energy and the second term F
n
 —

the proton contribution from the К -nucleon cluster to the

same energy.

Thus, having performed in (9) one-fold differentiation

with respect to <? modulus and assuming (<{,( •» 0,we obtain

the dipole component of the generating matrix element of the

operator (4):

Similarly, having performed in (9) the double integration we

easily obtain the monopole (at (> »0) and quadrupole (at t •

2) components of the corresponding generating matrix element
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Here Ц is the unit vector directed along <\

Then it is necessary to pass from the generating matrix

elements (11) and (12) to the corresponding matrix elements

on the basis functions 1И1?>. For the solution of this prob-

lem we have two generator parameters R and S and also

the angles { 0 R V
 an<

^ {^s} determining the orientation

of the vectors R and 9 *
 I n
 this case the parameters R

and S , as it was mentioned above, allow us to separate in

the generating functions Ф(К) and 4>(S) the states corres-

ponding to a definite number M of the excitation quanta of

the wave function of the relative motion of clusters and the

angles {OR} &n& {&&} allow us to single out in the

same generating functions the state with a definite value of

the orbital momentum L and its projections M D°l •

We now illustrate the above consideration by the example

of an overlap of generating functions Ф(к) and <4»CS) with

a unit operator. With the chosen cluBterization (A

it has the form [7] :

In order to obtain from (13) a normalised overlap integral of

two basis functions |flL̂ > (they are orthogonal in ft and L ),

we expand the generating matrix element (13) into a series in

powers R and S '.

The exponent ^ in the expansion (14) (see Pef. [в"] ) is a

total number of oscillator quanta of the liasis function with

the number П (lHl?>) ana aonsints of 2Ц excitation quante
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of the wave function of the relative motion of clusters and

A/win ~ the minimal number of quanta determined by the Pau-

li principle. N
rt
j

n
 takes two values - N

m
,

n

e
 A-4 and f\

mitk
 в

A-3. In connection with this we distinguish normal ЭГ,в(-1)
л
"*

and anomalous ДГ
2
 в(-1)

л
"

5
 space parity of the basis functi-

on |flL
7r
> . Thus, in all the matrix elements set forth be-

low in the states with normal parity N*2n+A-A and in the

states with anomalous parity N = 2fl+A-3-

Next it is convenient to separate in the explicit form

the angular dependence of the product ^

r" .fri/.teo"
1
 z A? Z. . O W

where the coefficient ft|f is determined by the relation (8)

and t a 0,2,4,...,N at N even and I = 1,3,5,...,

H , at fj — odd. This allows one using the integration

with respect to angles {9g} said

to realize immediately the projection on the states with a

definite value of the orbital momentum L i.e., in fact, to

find the desired normalized integral

where (\j takes one of the two mentioned above values depen-

ding on the choice of the space parity.

When constructing the matrix elements of the operator

Qjpj one has to act just in the same way but instead of the

scalar product $-S }•< entering the overlap integral (13)

here it is necessary to integrate rather more complex const-

ruction (see (11) and (12)):

Unlike the above example the function Цц
л
щ
г
 possesses

besides angles 9R and 0
S
 also the angles 9^ but just the
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integration over 9̂ , allows one to reduce the quantum numbers

6ч which determine the transition multipolarity. If I f 0,

then the resulting matrix elements are nondiagonal in L and

\l\ and therefore the integration over 0
R
 and 0t separa-

tes in the left-hand,4<R), and the right-hand, 4>(S), genera-

ting functions the states which differ ,in general, by the

value of the orbital momentum. We denote these states, res-

pectively, t_£ and L-i . Then using the Wigner-Eckart theorem
and also the results of Ref.[i2~| one can determine the

n rt
contribution from U m щ into the reduced matrix element of
the operator (4):

•M) trtaoeiOWiOtjO^MeiO \LZ I U J

where G e m p м are the CTebsch-Gordon coefficients and

| } ~"
 аГв the Wigner

 Ĵ -'зушЬ
018
*

We find the desired matrix elements from (11) and

(12) by means of (13). The monopole and quadrupole transiti-

ons are realized between states with the same space parity

(for the nuclei under study the ground state parity Xje(-1

The dipole operator, however, changes the initial state pa-

rity for the opposite one J
2
 = (-'O'

 1
 •

Notice that since under monopole transition not only

the space perity but the orbital momentum of the initial

state remain unchanged, the probability of the ISO-transiti-

on is reduced to ordinary matrix elements, rather than to

reduced ones and in one case is determined by two matrix

elements. We give their explicit expression separately for

isoscalar and isovector components which we distinguish using

the indices (0) and (I), respectively.

ISOSCALAR MOHOfOLE TRANSITЮЫ
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Л L Kilv9 ' J

ISOVECTOR MONOPOLE TRANSITION

DIPOLB TRANSITION in the long-wave approximation has only an

isovector component and i s determined by four reduced matr ix

elements:

(16)

QUADRUPOLE I30SCAIAR TRAHSITIOU

* Vz С

(17c)

where
О"!?* ,ч(2)
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Ieovector quadrupole transition can easily be obtained from
(17) using the following relations

Thus,if the wave functions -[Сд ] of the ground state

and the wave functions {0»? } of the continuous spectrum

states with the energy E are found, then using matrix ele-

ments (14)-(17) one can easily obtain the probabilities

of EЯ -transitions into the continuous spectrum:

(18)
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